
5.0 ★ Ratings and Reviews

“These shirts are fantastic! My daughter 
has regular infusions and hospital stays 

and loves the comfort these shirts provide. 
She loves how they look like regular 

clothes and not hospital gowns.” Christi

“AudreySpirit® is about the child 
that is inside!” Rylie’s Mom

“It became a necessity…on the top of the 
list of things we have to take to the 

hospital. To have a little more dignity…if 
you think about it and you aren’t able to 
move or communicate, you would want 

that too.” Hudsyn’s Mom

AudreySpirit was founded by Audrey’s Mom

Contact: Donna Yadrich 913-980-6282

donna@audreyspirit.com

Comforting Clothes 

Specially Designed for 

Medical Treatment

Designed by kids for kids  
and loved by doctors 

and nurses.

www.AudreySpirit.com

Boys and girls are comforted each time they 

wear our therapeutic garments.  That’s just 

the way they designed them!

Rylie StyleÔ $95.00 each

Adrianne StyleÔ = $189.00 each
FSA/HSA Sample Letter of Medical Necessity at 

www.AudreySpirit.com

“As comforting as a mother’s embrace.”

“…a shirt that can be undone without taking it off 
will make nursing and physician care much 

simpler…and makes the child feel like a normal 
child and not one that has to wear a gown or 

pajamas and therefore sick.” 

Pam K. Shaw, MD, FAAP
District VI Chair, American Academy of Pediatrics



Our garments are ideal
for children and teens 
with the conditions 
below. Kids with these diagnoses designed 
and tested these functional garments  in 
hospitals, infusion clinics and during home 
health treatments. 
• Autoimmune Disease
• Cancer
• Cerebral Palsy
• Congenital Heart 

Disease
• Cystic Fibrosis
• Kidney Disease 
• Scoliosis/Orthopedic

Needs
• Other medical needs
Styles names honor the
young person influencing its design.

Rylie StyleÔ
Opens across the shoulder and partially 
down the front for full, yet modest access to 
central line sites (e.g. ports), incisions, or 
monitoring lines. It accommodates 
orthopedic devices, and eases dressing over 
the head. 

Adrianne StyleÔ
Opens completely flat to ease dressing 
without painfully repositioning the body, 
or disconnecting medical lines or 
interfering with devices (e.g. PICC/IV or 
orthopedic casts or braces). 

www.AudreySpirit.com www.AudreySpirit.com

AudreySpirit products are U.S. made, patented 
(D797409, D736498) or patent pending. Learn 

about what makes us the best at:

AudreySpirit® Therapeutic 
Garments are the highest quality 

functional garments providing 
complete accessibility with 

dignity and comfort.

Rylie
Adriann

e

Kids needing frequent health care feel 
“when our body lets us down, we need 
something that won’t let us down.”
They aren’t sure if their treatment will 
make them well, so AudreySpirit makes 
sure they are comforted in any situation!

Medical lines and other devices hang out 
of clothes making kids look and feel sick. 
Those lines and devices are connected to 
tender skin! When lines get pulled up or 
down over personal clothes or hospital 
gowns, it hurts!  Also, getting treatments 
usually means pulling a shirt or gown up or 
down and embarrassingly exposing kids. 

AudreySpirit’s garments are as flexible as 
the special children and youth who need 
them. Our hallmark is dignity at any place, 
anytime. Our buttery soft garments let 
medical lines slide through comfy hidden 
features and hide medical needs (e.g. 
ports). They also protect privacy because 
they only open where necessary!

www.AudreySpirit.com

Audrey Yadrich 
(1995 – 2011)

Our inspiration, 
pictured with her 

pal Chicago


